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Harmonie analysis and centers of Beurling algebras

John Liukkonen1 and Richard Mosak1

A weight fonction on a locally compact group G is a measurable locally
bounded function o) such that cu^l everywhere and ù)(xy)^a)(x)(o(y) for ail
x, y e G. The corresponding Beurling algebra Ll>(G) is the Banach algebra under
convolution of ail functions / such that /cu€L1(G). In case G is locally compact
abelian it is well known (cf. [3]) that the maximal idéal space ALl,(G) may be
identified with the space of ail complex characters \- G—» (C-{0}, •) such that
|x(x)| ^ (o(x) for ail x g G. The study of the harmonie analysis of such algebras was
initiated in 1938 by A. Beurling [2] in the case G R, and carried on in the case
of gênerai l.c.a. G by Domar [3]. Among many other results, Beurling in the

spécial case and Domar in the gênerai case show that if co is of non-quasianalytic
type (i.e., if £log w(xn)/n2<œ for ail xeG), then Ll(G) is (1) regular and (2)
Tauberian: that is, (1) the family of Gelfand transforms séparâtes points from
closed sets in ALi(G), and (2) {feL]ù{G)\f has compact support} is dense in
Ll(G). Thus the abstract version of Wiener's Tauberian Theorem (cf. [23, Ch. 2,

§2]) holds in Ll(G).
Now one can ask similar questions about the center ZLl>(G) of an arbitrary

Beurling algebra: what is its maximal idéal space; if ZL^G) is involutive, when is

it symmetric; under what conditions is ZLl>{G) regular and Tauberian; and so on.
In a previous paper [15], the authors hâve shown that to study the center ZLX{G)
of the group algebra, it is indispensable to study the more gênerai context of the

algebras ZBL1(G) of L1 functions invariant under a compact group B of
automorphisms, where G lies in the spécial class [FIA]b. Similarly in this paper
we consider the analogous algebras ZBLl)(G) of J9-invariant Li functions. For
most of our results we require that <o be B -invariant. This has the effect of
requiring in the original context of ZL],(G) that co be invariant under inner
automorphisms. We first show (see §1) that the maximal idéal space of ZBLl(G)
can be identified with a space 36f(G) of B-invariant, co -bounded functions on G.

In §2, we introduce the notion of a rate of growth of <o : û{x) lim o)(xn)1/n for ail

xe G. We show that if o>i and w2 are B-invariant weight functions with
corresponding growth rates ùx and Jf}2, then 3£f1(G) ï22(G) iff Xîi f}2. Thus the
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298 JOHN LIUKKONEN AND RICHARD MOSAK

possible maximal idéal spaces are parameterized by the B-invariant growth rates;
as a corollary we obtain that when w is symmetric, ZBLl(G) is symmetric iff
{1 1. In any case, the character space £f(G) £B(G), the space of positive
definite characters, ifï û 1. In a slightly différent vein, we prove that when œ is

symmetric, then the involutive Banach algebra L^G) is symmetric iff O 1. In §3

we extend some of Domar's results: we show that if co is of non-quasianalytic type
and ça is B -invariant, then ZBLl(G) is regular and Tauberian.

1. Centers and B-centers

We begin by recalling some terminology and results from [7, 13, 14, 15, 18,

19]. If G is a locally compact group, and B <=¦ Aut (G) a group of automorphisms,
then G is said to be an:

[IN]B group if G contains a compact, B-invariant neighborhood of 1;

[SIN]B group if the B-invariant neighborhoods of 1 form a neighborhood basis

at 1;

[R^Jb group if each x e G has a precompact orbit under B ;

[FIA]b group if B is precompact in the usual T2-group topology on Aut (G).

In each case the subscript B is omitted if B I(G), the group of inner
automorphisms. Grosser and Moskowitz hâve proved (cf. [7, 0.1]) that a group G is

[FIA]b iff it is both [FC]b and [SIN]B. One can prove that [FC]b groups are also

[IN]B if B 3 J(G) [14,2.2].
We shall talk of B-invariant fonctions and essentially B-invariant funciions: if

/p(x) /(/3~1x), then the former are characterized by the condition f =/ on G,

for ail fi gB, and the latter by the condition fp =/ locally a.e. on G, for ail ]3 eB
(where the exceptional set may dépend on j8). If B is a group of measure-
preserving automorphisms, then B has a strongly continuous action on LP(G)
(l<p<oc; for p oc the topology in question is the weak-*-topology) induced by
the map (f9p)*-*f* of 3?p(G)xB-*iep(G). (Hère <£p dénotes the actual func-
tions, Lp the équivalence classes.) If we dénote by ZB(LP(G)) the subspace of
B-invariant éléments, then it is clear that a function in i?p(G) is essentially
B-invariant iff its équivalence class is in ZB(LP(G)).

The groups for which ZB(L1(G))#(0) are precisely the [IN]B groups. This one

proves exactly as in [19], where the case B I{G) is dealt with. Moreover, it is

shown there that if ZCL^G)), the center of LX{G), is not (0), then Z(L\G))
ZI(G)(L1(G)), G is an [IN] group, and in particular G is unimodular. When

B^>I(G), ZB(L1(G)) is a closed *-subalgebra of the center Z(L\G)), and is a

commutative, semisimple Banach algebra.
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If G is an [IN]B group, B^I(G), we let G0 {xeG: the orbit B[x] is

precompact}. Then Go is an open, B-invariant subgroup of G, and Go is an

[FC]b0 grouP> where B0 B\Go. Moreover, any essentially B-invariant Sê1-

function / vanishes a.e. on G-Go (cf. [20, 1.2]), so the map /|->/|g0 induces an
isometric isomorphism of ZB(L1(G)) onto ZB°(L1(G0)). Consequently, in study-
ing ZB(L1(G)), we can always assume that G is an [FC]b group. We hâve already
observed in [15, 1.2] that we can in fact even assume that G is an [FIA]B group;
we shall next prove a refinement of that resuit. For the proof, and for later use, it
is convenient to recall that when G is an [FIA]b group, there is a way of
averaging out continuous functions, or classes in Lp, over B-orbits in order to
make them B-invariant: if g is continuous, we put g#(x)=jB- g(P~*x) dp, where
dp is normalized Haar measure on the compact group B~, and xeG; if
g e LP(G) (1 < p <oc), we put g# JB- g*3 dp (vector-valued intégral), which clearly
reduces to the same thing if g is continuous. Then # gives a linear projection of
CC(G) onto ZB(CC(G)), and a continuous projection of LP(G) onto ZB(LP(G))
(l<p<o°), satisfying

(f0, <f>) (f, <t>*)

for feLp(G), <f>eLp'(G), or feCc(G) and <f> continuous. Thèse results are

proved in [18, §1] for 1 <p<<*>, and for p °° are easy to prove by transposition.
Also, if feL\G) and g6ZB(L1(G)), then (f*g)* f*g.

LEMMA (1.1). Let G be an [FC]b group, B=>I(G), and let K dénote the

intersection of the compact, B-invariant neighborhoods of 1 in G. Then K is a

compact B-invariant (normal) subgroup of G, and G'= G/K is an [FIA]Ëf group,
where B' is the (precompact) group of automorphisms induced by B. Let tt: G—»

G/K dénote the canonical projection.
(i) If f is a measurable, essentially B-invariant function on G, then there is a

measurable, essentially B'-invariant function f on G' such thatf f°TT l.a.e. If f is

also continuous (resp. in <£l), then f may be chosen continuous (resp. in SE1) so that

f°7T / everywhere (resp. a.e.).

(ii) If f is continuous and B-invariant, or feZBL1(G), then for f chosen as in

(i), we hâve

f'(x)=\ f(xk)dk.
JK

Equality holds everywhere if f is continuous, and a.e. if feZBL1(G).
(iii) The map /?->/' induces an isometric isomorphism of ZBLP(G) onto
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ZB LP(G') (l<p<oo), and a homeomorphism for the weak*-topologies viV^L1)
ifp oc.

Proof. The assertions that K is a subgroup and B1 is precompact are proved in
[7, 2.5]. If / is continuous the remaining assertions are évident, and for fe
ZBL1(G) the results follow from [15, 1.2] and its proof. Now without loss of
generality assume / is uniformly bounded (replace / by //(1 + |/|)). For any
compact subset C of G there is a geZBL1(G) such that g|CK l: take g(x)
Ji#(tt(jc)), where h is the characteristic function of W[tt(C)]. Thus fgeZBL1{G)
so the assertions hold for fg. Therefore / is locally almost everywhere K-periodic
so assertion (i) follows from [23, Ch. 3, §6.5]. Assertion (ii) follows from the Weil
formula [23, Ch. 3, §4.5] and the fact that K is compact. Thèse last results also

show that ||f °7tHp ||/'||p for l<p<oo and fe<£p(G/K), proving (iii) for this case;
for p oo one applies [23, Ch. 3, §3.9, Corollary].

We turn next to weight functions and Beurling algebras. We shall say that two
weight functions û>i and a>2 on G are équivalent if there are constants c, d > 0

such that for ail x e G,

ca)2(x) < (Oi(x) ^ dù)2(x).

In this case û>i and <a2 define the same Beurling algebra ViiG)^
{feL1^):! \f(x)\ <o(x) dx <oo} where co o>i or cu2, and the norms || ||Wl and || ^
are équivalent, so for virtually ail of our purposes cui and a>2 are interchangeable.
In particular, as Reiter remarks [23, p. 83], if o> is a weight function and coi is its

upper semicontinuous envelope,

ù)i(x) lim sup to(xy),
y—i

then (Oi is a weight function on G, and <û(x) < ûh(jc) ^ û>i(1)û>(x) for ail x e G, so eu

and û>i are équivalent. On the other hand, if N is a normal subgroup of G, and co2

is defined by û>2(x) inf {ù)(xk):keN}, then a>2 is a locally bounded, submultiplicative

function on G [23, p. 85], and thus is a weight function if it is measurable

(in particular, if a) û>i is upper semicontinuous). Now if N is compact, and

c sup {(o(k) :keN} then for ail x e G and k g N we hâve (o(x) < o>(xk)w(fc~1) =s

co)(xk), so

(1)

In particular, if o> is upper semicontinuous then ù)2 is a weight function équivalent
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to co. We collect a number of technical results on weight functions in the following
lemma.

LEMMA (1.2). Let G be a locally compact group, co a weight function on G
with upper semicontinuous envelope cjû if N is a normal subgroup let a)2(x)

infWxfc): keN>.
(i) If co is symmetric (co(x) ^(x"1) for ail xe G), then so are coi and co2-

(ii) If B is a subgroup of Aut (G), and co is B-invariant (co1* co for ail /3 e B),
then so is coù if N is B-invariant, then co2 is also B-invariant.

(iii) If N is compact, and co\N 1, then co and cox are constant on cosets of N,
and thus coi (o2.

Proof. Straightforward.

Because of the above lemma, we assume henceforth without loss of generality
that ail weight functions we consider are upper semicontinuous.

If G is a locally compact group, B a group of measure-preserving automorph-
isms, and co a weight function on G, we can define the B-invariant Beurling
algebra ZB(Ll(G)) as ZB(L1(G))nLl(G) {feL1(G):f=f for ail j3e£, and

II/IU <°°}. Then we hâve: ZB(Ll(G)) * (0) if and only if G is an [IN]B group: the

necessity has already been noticed for ZB(L1(G)), while if G is an [IN]B group
then the characteristic function of a compact, B-invariant neighborhood of 1 is in
ZB(U(G)). If B I(G), then ZB(Ll(G)) Z(Ll(G)) is just the center of Li(G);
we call it a central Beurling algebra. If B => I(G), ZB(Ll(G)) <= Z(Ll(G)), and thus
ZB(L1a)(G)) is a commutative, semisimple Banach algebra.

PROPOSITION (1.3). Let G be an [IN]B group, B^I(G), and let <o be a

weight function on G.

(i) There is an [FIA]b> group G', with B'^>I{G'), and a weight function co' on

G', such that ZB(Ll(G)) and ZB>(Ll'(G')) are canonically isomorphic as Banach

algebras.
(ii) If (o is B-invariant, then ZB(CC(G)) is || \\M-dense in ZB{Ll(G)).

Proof. (i) is a straightforward modification of [15, Corollary 1.5]. Assuming
ZBLl(G)#(0) we set G' GJK, where Go is the open subgroup {xeG:B[x] is

precompact} and K is the compact subgroup formed by the intersection of ail

compact B-invariant neighborhoods of 1. We take a)'(x) 'mi {(o(xk): ke K} for
each x 6 Go.

To prove (ii) we must observe fîrst that if cj is invariant under B, then it is also

invariant under its closure B~. For if x 6 G is fixed, then by upper semicontinuity
{y g G:a)(y)>ù)(x)} is closed and contains B[x]. Since /3 »-» j3x is a continuous
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map of Aut(G)—» G, we conclude that <o(j3x)>co(x) for ail |3eB~ and xeG.
Now replacing x by ($~1x we see that eu3 <o for ail |3 g B~. Now to prove (ii) we

may assume by (i) of the proposition that G is an [FIA]b group. Then for any
feCc(G), we hâve easily that ||/X <||/||w. Since CC(G) is || |U-dense in Li(G)
[23, p. 83], # extends uniquely to a norm-reducing linear map of L]XG) into
ZB(Ll)(G)), and one proves that this extension is the identity on ZB(L]i(G)) (so

that # is a projection of Li(G) onto ZB(Ll(G))) (cf. [18, 1.4]). Consequently if
geZB(Ll(G)) and feCc(G) satisfies ||g-/L<e, then feZB(Cc(G)) and

We shall prove next that the maximal idéal space of ZB(Lli(G)) can be

identified, for [FC]b groups and B -invariant weight functions, with a set of
functions on G. The suggestive terminology in the next définition is chosen in light
of Lemma (1.5).

DEFINITION (1.4). Let G be an [FC]b group, B^I(G). A continuous,

non-zero, B-invariant function <f> on G is a B-spherical fonction (central spherical
function, if B I(G)) if the linear map

is multiplicative on ZB(CC(G)). If eu is a weight function on G, the set of
(o-bounded B-spherical functions (those satisfying \<t>(x)\^(o(x) on G) will be

denoted by ïS(G), or simply X.(G) if B I(G).
We remark that although the définition is phrased for [FC]b groups instead of

[FIA]b groups, the apparent generality gained is only formai, in view of (1.1).

LEMMA (1.5). Let G be an [FIA]b group, B^I(G). If <f> is a continuous,

non-zero function on G, then the following are équivalent:

(i) <\> is a B-spherical function.
(ii) For ail x,yeG, <K*)<My) JB- 4>(* • ftO dp.
(iii) The function <£, defined on the semidirect product G Gx^B' (holomorph)

by $(x, p) ${x), is a spherical function with respect to the compact subgroup

{1}xB~~, in the sensé of [6].

Proof. See [18, 4.4].

If G is an abelian group, and B (l), then Lemma (1.5) shows that the

"central spherical functions" in the sensé of (1.4) are exactly the complex
characters of G, that is, the continuous, non-zero homomorphisms of G-+C.
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Thèse homomorphisms hâve been discussed by Mackey in [17]. On the other
hand, if say G Rn and B SO(n), then the B-spherical functions on G are
exactly the functions

[
JS

[ e~lU(3x)dp (xeRn)
SO(n)

where L e HomR (Rn, C) [9, p. 422].
In previous papers [15,18] we hâve used 3EB(G) to dénote the set of non-zero

extrême points of the continuous, positive-definite, B-invariant functions <j> on G
satisfying 1 > <p(l) \\4>\\G). If G is an [FC]b group with B => I(G), it follows from
results of Hulanicki [11] that 1B(G) is precisely the set of bounded (=1-
bounded) B-spherical functions on G, 3EB(G) X?(G): one only needs to know
that any </>eïB(G) is constant on cosets of K (Lemma 1.1) so that G can be

assumed to be an [FIA]b group, and then [11, Th. 4.2] applies (cf. also [15, 1.3]).
Later on (in §2) we shall consider conditions on co which imply that 3£f(G)
£B(G); this equality means, therefore, that ail the w-bounded B-spherical functions

are actually bounded (hence positive-definite).
The next proposition is well-known when G is abelian and B is trivial (see,

e.g. [8, Prop. 6.2]).

PROPOSITION (1.6). Let G be an [FC]b group, B^Î(G), and let w be a

B-invariant weight fonction on G. Then the map </> •-> L^ is a bijective, bicontinuous

map of 3cB(G) onto the maximal idéal space AA of A- ZB(Ll(G)), where the

former has the topology of uniform convergence on compacta, and the latter has the

Gelfand topology.

Proof In view of 1.1 and 1.3 we may assume that G is an [FIA]b group. Now
the Banach space dual of Li(G), for any weight function co, is the space LZ(G) of

équivalence classes (modulo locally null functions) of functions </> such that
||</>lko> \\<t>/o)\U<œ [23, p. 84]. Using the projection # : Ll(G)-+ A and the dual

projection # :L2(G)-> ZBLZ(G) we can check easily that the dual space of A
may be identified with ZBLZ(G). Now any a>-bounded B-spherical function <$> is

certainly in ZB(LZ(G)), and by (1.3.H) L+eAA. Conversely, if ifs e ZB (LZ(G))
and L+e AA, and if /oe A satisfies L^(/o)= 1, then for ail fe A

where <\> /ô* «^ (hère /ôUH/oU"1))- But <j> is w-bounded and continuous [23, p.
85], and one checks easily that <£ is B-invariant, hence </>gïS(G). The bicon-

tinuity of the map <£ »-* L^ is proved as in [8, Th. 2.1], using (1.3.ii) together with
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the facts that for any feLl(G) the map x*-*fx is continuous from G-^
[23, p. 84], and that (in view of the properties of the #-operator) weak *-
convergence of a net (L^v) on A, (f)veZB(QG)), is the same as weak *-
convergence on Ll,(G).

LEMMA (1.7). Let A be a commutative Banach algebra, and let Ao be a
closed subalgebra. Suppose that there is a continuous linear projection P of A onto

Ao satisfying P(/go) P(f)go for ail /€ A, go£Ao. Then each multiplicative linear

functional hoe A(A0) has the form h0 h | Ao for some h e A(A).

Proof. Let hoe A(A0) and let M0 ker h0. Then Mo is a regular maximal idéal
of Ao. Let e be a relative identity for Mo in Ao. Then it is routine to check that
M' {/e A | P(fg) e Mo for ail g € A} is a closed idéal in A with relative identity e.

It follows that there is a regular maximal idéal M in A with relative identity e

such that M^M'^Mo and MnA0 M0. Let heA(A) correspond to M. Then
h | Ao h0, since ker (h | Ao) M fl Ao Mo.

The next proposition generalizes [18, 5.8] where the case co 1 is considered.

PROPOSITION (1.8). Let G be an [FIA]b group, B^I(G) and let o> be a
B-invariant weight function on G. A function x is in dc^(G) iff

X <p

Jb~

for some (freX^iG), and the map fy^fy* is a continuous and proper map of
onto 3

Proof. For any <£ gX^G), it is clear that <£# is still w-bounded and L^ agrées
with L^ on ZB(CC(G)). Now <t>*(l) <t>(l)= 1, and so <£# is a B-spherical
function. Conversely, consider A Z(Ll(G)), A0 ZB(Ll(G)) and the projection

P #:A--»Ao. If ^€3Ef(G), then by 1.7 there is a ^eïJG) such that

L^ - L^ \ Ao. But then L^ L^|A0 also, and $#e3ES(G), so t/f $#. Further-

more, it is easy to see that <j> »-> <^#:3Ea,(G)->3£f(G) is continuous in the respective

Gelfand topologies, and extends to a continuous map at infinity if G is not
discrète. (The one point compactifications are 3£û>(G)U{0} and Xf(G)U{0}, re-
spectively.) Hence # is a continuous, proper map of 3EW(G) onto fî

EXAMPLE (1.9). Let G Rn, B SO(n) and let a) be a radial weight
function on Rn, Le., one satisfying (o(px) o)(x) for ail jceR", peSO(n). We
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shall détermine the «j-bounded B-spherical functions on Rn. First, any complex
character of Rn is of the form

where u, v e Rn, and u • x dénotes the ordinary inner product. If we define coo on
[0, oo) by û)O(W) o)(x) (xgR"), then coo satisfies a)0(r + s)^ ù>o(r)<o0(s) for ail
r, s>0, so a=limr_wr"1loga>o(r) exists and a =inf {r"1 log <oo(r): r>0} (cf.
(2.1)). Now ^ is w-boundediff ||t?||||x|||cos(î|^loga)o(W)for ail x6Rn,O<0<
2tt, i.e. iff H^a. Thus ï«(Rn) is identified with Rn x{ueRn :||u||<«}c=Rn xRn.
By (1.8), every #eïf(Rn) is of the form

SO(n)

for u, dgR", ||t;||<a. Taking the Laplacian we get Axu,v(x)
(\\vf-2iwv-\\uf)xu,v(x), so that if Xu,v Xw,v' then ||t?f-2îu • t?-||uf
\\vf-2iur- v'-\\uf. It follows immediately from Corollary 3.3, p. 401 of [9],
that the converse is true: if ||u||2-2iu • t;-||u||2 ||i/||2-2iV • u'-||w'||2 then Xu,v

Xu',v'> Thus Xu,v=Xw,v' does not always imply (u, v) {fiu\ /Su') for some j8; in
contrast, if o> 1 (so v - 0), then Xu - Xw iff m |3m' for some /3.

Other useful functorial properties of the set 3£f(G) are given in the next
proposition.

PROPOSITION (1.10). Let G be an [FIA]b group, B^I(G), and let H be a
closed B-invariant subgroup of G.

(i) Every B-spherical function on G restricts to a BH spherical function on H,
where BH is the group of restrictions {j3H : j3 € B}.

(ii) If H is open and œ is a B-invariant weight function on G, then the

restriction map of ïf(G) onto £u%(G) is surjective, continuous, and proper.
(iii) Every B'-spherical function on G/H lifts to a B-spherical function on G.

Hère B' is the induced group of automorphisms {/3'e Aut (G/H) \ /3 e B}.

Proof (i) and (iii) follow from the characterization (ii) of B-spherical functions
in Lemma (1.5). For (ii), let A ZBLl(G), and let Ao ZB»(LlH(H)). Ao is

isometrically embedded in A via the map f*-*fG, where fG(x) f(x) for xeH
and fG(x) 0 for x 6 G - H. Also, the restriction map P:A-~>A0 given by Pf fH
satisfies P(f*g) Pf*g if g is supported in H. Now the resuit follows from 1.7,

using the same proof as in 1.8.
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2. Growth of B-spherical functions and symmetry

If G is an [FC]â group, B^>I(G), and co is a weight function on G, then
ZB(Li(G))<=ZB(L1(G)), so every multiplicative linear functional on the latter
algebra restricts to one on the former. We may ask whether there are any other
multiplicative linear functionals on ZB(Ll(G)); i.e., whether every <^e3£f(G) is

bounded and hence positive definite by Hulanicki's resuit [11]. More generally,
we seek to parameterize the family of character spaces {3Ef(G)}; it turns out (see

2.3) that £B(G) is determined by the rate of growth il of c*. (See 2.1 below for
the définition of il.) Thus ll(G) =3cB(G) ifï il 1. Furthermore, if co is symmet-
ric, Ll(G) and ZBLl)(G) are * stable, under the usual involution. We will see

in (2.5) and (2.6) that Ll(G) and ZBLl(G) are symmetric ifï il 1.

PROPOSITION (2.1). Let G be an [FC]~ group, and let a> be a weight
function on G. For xeG, set il(x) limn_^oc co(xn)1/n, the rate of growth of <o. Then

(i) il is a continuous weight function which is homogeneous (il(xn) il(x)n
for n 0,1, 2,...). If a> is symmetric, so is il.

(ii) 1 < il < a), and Q (o iff co is homogeneous.
(iii) If P is the periodic subgroup of G {see [7]), then ft{xk) O(x) for ail xeG

and keP.

Proof. Since co is submultiplicative, the limit defining fl exists and equals
mi{a){xn)lln | n>l} (see e.g., footnote 4 in [4, §4.2]); also n(xk) {l(x)k for
k 0,1,.... If a) is homogeneous then clearly O co; if co is symmetric so is il
To see that û is submultiplicative, ûx xeG. If Cx dénotes the conjugacy class of
x, then x~xCx is a precompact subset of the commutator subgroup of G, and the
latter is periodic (i.e., consists of éléments which are contained in compact
subgroups of G). Thus it follows from [7, Th. 3.11(2)] or [14, 2.1] that x~xCx is

contained in a compact normal subgroup K of G. Therefore every y g G
commutes with x modulo K, so for each n (xy)n xnynkn for some kn e K. Therefore

a>((xy)n)1/n ^ <o(xn)1/nco(yn)1/n(sup {a>(x) : x e K})1/n

and in the limit we see that il(xy)^Q(x)il(y).
Now if o>i is the upper semicontinuous envelope of eu, we hâve noted (see

remarks before (1.2)) that (oW^coxM^cùxitycoix); thus /2(x) inf coi(xn)1/n,

which shows that il is upper semicontinuous. Since il{l) l and il>\, il is

continuous at 1. Hence il is also continuous on G: for if p Iogf2, we hâve

p(l) 0 and
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Now for any compact subgroup K of G, œ is bounded on K, so il\K 1. Thus by
(1.2), il(xk) il(x) for ail xeG, keK. Since P is the union of the compact
subgroups of G, /2 is constant on cosets of P.

PROPOSITION (2.2). Suppose Ge[FC]s, where B 3/(G), and w Î5 a weig/if
function on G. Then

(i) ïa)(G) 3Ef2(G), where il is the rate of growth of co.

(ii) If a) is B-invariant, S £

Proof. For the proof, we may assume that Ge[FIA]B.
(i) Since il < o>, we know 3En(G) ç 3£CI)(G). Now suppose that x s G, and that jll

is the unique central probability measure supported in the closure C* of the

conjugacy class of x (so that jtx(/) /#(x) for ail /e CC(G)). As in the proof of
(2.1), x"2Cx is contained in a compact, normal subgroup K of G, so /lc is

supported in xK. Therefore the n-fold convolution power fxn of fi is supported in
xnK for every rc. It follows by Lemma 1.5(ii) that if (freX^iG) then

l*U)r K*, ^w>l ^ <I*U Mn> =s <û>, iLt")^ a>(xw) sup {co(x) : x e K}.

Thus |</>(jc)|<o>(xrt)1/n(sup{a)(jc)|xGK})1M for ail n, and t^(x)|<f2(x). This
shows 4> edin(G).

(ii) Immédiate from (i) and 1.8.

Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 below parameterize the possible character

spaces 3£f(G), for B-invariant œ, by the B-invariant rates of growth il.

EXAMPLE. Suppose w is a weight function on R. Then il(x) eax for x >0,
and fl(x) e **x for jc<0, where a=log/2(l), jS log/2(-l). The equality
ïo,(R) 3En(R) thus asserts that the complex character #(x) e~IZX is in XW(R) iff
-]8<Im z<a. In view of 1.6, this means that z is in the common domain of
absolute convergence of ail the bilatéral Laplace transforms J/(x)e"tzxdx (fe
Li(R )iff-j3^Imz<a, a fact which was already observed by Beurling in [2].

THEOREM (2.3). Let G be an [FC]Ë group, B => I(G), and o)t be weight
functions on G with rates of growth ilx (i 1, 2). Then

(i) 3

(ii) If (Oi and o)2 are B-invariant, then dc^^G) di^2(G) iff ili
Proof. From (2.2 we see that it suffices to prove the following two assertions:

(i) 3£fî1(G) 3£n2(G) implies il1 il2, and (ii) if il\ and il2 are B-invariant, then
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inXG)^ %n2(G) implies £ni(G)~£n2(G). If P is the periodic subgroup of G [7,
3.16] then P is B-invariant and OÎ9 (l2 are constant on P-cosets (2.1). Further-
more P contains the compact subgroup K, intersection of ail the compact,
B-invariant neighborhoods of 1 in G, so by the discussion at the beginning of §1,
G' G/P is [FIA]b> for the induced group of automorphisms; G' is also abelian
and aperiodic [7, 3.16]. Using (l.lO(iii)) we see that we may replace G by G' and
assume that G is an aperiodic abelian group (which we shall write additively) and
B is precompact. We shall write Ï,(G), £?(G) 0 1,2) for ïa(G), ££((3),
respectively.

Suppose now that ùi and iî2 are B-invariant, and 3Ef(G) 3£2(G); we shall

prove that 3Ei(G) 3E2(G). If not, then there exists (f> in 3Ei(G), say, but not in
3E2(G); so for some xeG, \<t>(x)\>O2(x). Choose c such that \<f)(x)\>c>Q2(x),
and let Bo {/3eB~:|0(j3x)|>c}. Then Bo is a closed neighborhood of the

identity in B~, since the évaluation map j8 •-» j3x of Aut (G)-> G is continuous.
Hence for any n e N,

JB

where |B0|>0 is the measure of Bo. But \<j>\ is also an cu-bounded complex
(actually, a real-valued) character of G, so by (1.8) |(#)|#eïf(G) 3E23(G); hence

\<\>\*{nx)<a2{nx) n2(x)n. Therefore n2(x)n>cn |B0|, so Û2(x)>c, a contradiction.

Thus ïf(G) ï23(G) implies ïi(G) ï2(G).
Now (without assuming B-invariance of û>i and w2) suppose 3Êi(G) 3£2(G);

we shall show that Oi(x) Jf22(x) for each xeG. In fact, if p is a continuous,
non-negative, homogeneous subadditive function on G, then [5, B.3.1, p. 219]
implies that for each x e G there is an algebraic homomorphism L : G —> R such

that L<p and L(x) p(x). Furthermore since L<p it is easy to check that L is

continuous. Setting p \og(2 we get /}(*) sup {\<t>(x)\ : <> e3£n(G)} for each
continuous homogeneous weight function il on G. Since 3£i(G) 3E2(G) it follows
that Qt I22.

LEMMA (2.4). Let G be an [FC]~ group, and let co be a weight function on G
with rate of growth fî l. Then for any compact set AczG,
limn_^> (sup {cù(x) : x e An})1/n 1.

Proof. A is contained in a compact, I(G)-invariant subset with non-empty
interior (cf. [14, 2.2]), so by passing to an open, normal subgroup we may assume
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that G is compactly generated. Let Kbea compact subgroup of G such that G/K
is abelian. If o>'(x) inf {(o(xk) \ keK} (xeG), then by inequalities (1) before
(1.2), (o'(x)<ù)(x)<s\ip{ù)(k):keK}ù)'(x). Thus we may replace cû by co' and G
by G/K, and assume that G is abelian. There is a finite set F {xx,..., xk}c G
such that A2czFA,...,AnczFn~1A. Since F is finite, given c>l there exists

b>0 such that <o(xn)<bcn for ail n>l and ail xeF. Now feF""1 implies
t Xix • • • Xkk where ai,..., ak eN and £ a, n -1. For any y € A we then hâve

Hence

(sup {©(*) : jc g An})1/n < fck/nc(n-1)/n(sup {co(x) : x e A})1/n -> c,

which proves the lemma.

THEOREM (2.5). Let G be an [FC]b group, £ =>I(G), and let a> be a

B-invariant weight function on G, with rate of growth û. Then the following are

équivalent:

(i) H 1

(ii) ££(G) XB(G)
(iii) The maximal idéal space of ZB(Ll(G)) equals that of ZB(Ll(G)).

If a) is symmetric, thèse conditions are équivalent to

(iv) ZB(Ll(G)) is a symmetric * algebra; Le., every complex homomorphism of
ZBLl(G) respects the involution.

Proof The équivalence of (i), (ii), and (iii) follows from 1.6, 2.2, and 2.3. Now

suppose that co is symmetric so that Li(G) is involutive. For each <^g3£b(G), let
</>* be defined by <t>*(x) <l>(x~l). Then it is easily verified that ZBLl)(G) is

symmetric iff <f> <f>* for each $ elZ(G) 3£n(G) ifï ZBLh(G) is symmetric. If (ii)
holds, then by Hulanicki's resuit [11] each <j> e£B(G) is positive definite, so equals
4>*; hence (iv) holds. Conversely, if (iv) holds, we may assume without loss of
generality that cj Q. Now il is constant on F cosets, where F is the periodic
subgroup of G; thus ïS(G/P)c£g(G) by l.lO(iii) and it is enough to prove
(iv) i£> (ii) in the case G G/P is locally compact abelian.

So assume G is abelian. By 1.8 it is enough to prove £a(G) ï(G) G). Fix
»|f€3£n(G); by taking |i/*| we may assume i/> has positive values. For any fe
ZB{CC{G)\ tyeL\G), so for ail cf>eG, we hâve (/*t/,)*(4>) </*, iW>>

(f*AH>Y)- But WeZniG), so (Wf'e£a(G), so by the symmetry of
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ZB(U(G)), we hâve </*, (iW>f> </, (<W>f> </, H) (MW [(/*)*]*(*). By
the semisimplicity of 1/(0 we hâve /*«A (/^)* for ail /gZb(Cc(G)). Fixing x
and choosing / so that f*(x) 1, we get ^(jc)"1 t/K*1) *M*) and i^(jc) 1.

The following extends a resuit of Pytlik [22], in case Gg[FC]~.

THEOREM (2.6). Lef Ge[FC]~ and /et co be a symmetric weight function on
G with rate of growth û. Then Ll>{G) is a symmetric *-algebra (see [24, 4.7] iff
fl l.

Proof. Suppose that Q 1. To prove that Ll>(G) is symmetric, we may show
that whenever feLi(G), then the spectrum of /**/ lies in [0,oo). By [12, Prop.
2.5] this will follow if we show that whenever f f*eLl(G), then v(û(f) \\Tf\\,

where ^(/) limn_*oo ||/n||i/n and T is the left regular représentation of Ll(G) on
L2(G). Given e>0, there exist geLl(G) and heCc(G) such that f=g + h,

||g|U<e. After [1], we make the following calculations:

n

y<"> (g + h)<n> Y, Z g(Pl)*h(qi)*- • • *g(p^*h(qk)
m 0 p,q

where p (pi,..., pk) and q (qu qk) range over séquences of non-negative
integers such that IpI m,X<îi w-m, and no pt or qt is zéro except possibly pu
qk, or both. Now if qk^O, then

*

J- dtm,

where at h • • • fPl, a2 tPl+1 • • • rPl+P2,..., ak rPl+ ..+Pk_1+i
• • • tm, and ha(t)

h(a~lt). (If pi O, set ai l and delete g(r,) and du from the intégral, for
i l,.. .,pi.)

If S supp (h), then supp (hai * h^'1 * • • • * hak * h**'1) c aiSqi • • • akSq" ; if A is

a compact, /(G)-invariant set containing S and 1, then aiSqi • • • akSq|c <=

ai • • • akAn~m t! • • • tmAn~m since Sa aia^Sa). Therefore if qk^0 then

f •••[ |g('l)|---|gUn)l
Jg Jg jg

x |hai* h(qi~1)* • • • *hak*h(q|e""1)(s)| ù)(s) dsdh • • • dtm
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< (sup a.) j- • -j\g(h)\ a(h) ¦ ¦ ¦ \g(tm)\ w(tm)

*\\hai*h^-» ¦ ¦ ¦ hak*h^-%dh- ¦ ¦ dtm

< (ssup
\An-m

where the last inequality uses the Schwarz inequality and y, dénotes the Haar
measure on G (the détails of the compilation are in [1]). If qk 0, we can obtain
the same inequality by observing that

Since 1 < supA— <o < supA* <*>, and lim (supA* o))1/n ~ 1 (Lemma 2.4), the proof
that vw(/)<||T/|| is completed as in [1]. But T is a * représentation and so

automatically ||ï}|| <=!/„(/).
Conversely, if Ll,(G) is symmetric, then so is ZLl,(G) (see [24, Corollary

4.7.3]). We hâve ZCC(G)^ ZLI(G)cZLq(G)9 and Ù is central, since it is defined

on cosets of the periodic subgroup P and G/P is abelian (see (2.1)(iii).) Hence by
(1.3) ZLl(G) is || ||n-dense in ZLn(G). Thus ZLn(G) is symmetric, and Cl 1 by
2.5.

3. Regularity and non-quasianalyticity

When G is a locally compact abelian group, it is a classical fact that the
Banach algebra LX{G) is a regular Tauberian algebra: that there are enough
functions in LX{G) so that the Gelfand transforms séparate points from closed sets

in the maximal idéal space G, and that {fe LX{G) :f has compact support in G} is

dense in L\G). When G is an [IN]B group, B^I(G), then ZB(L\G)) is also a

regular Tauberian algebra; this follows from [15, 2.4 and 2.6], using (1.3). Now if
(o is a weight function on G, then ZB(JL\> G))<= Zb{L1(G)), and we may ask for
conditions on co that ensure that the Gelfand transforms of functions in the

B -invariant Beurling subalgebra still separate points from closed sets in ïB(G)
(the maximal idéal space of ZB(L1(G))). When G is a locally compact abelian

group and B (l), Domar has proved [3, 2.11] that a necessary and sufficient
condition is that a> be of non-quasianalytic type:
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for ail xe G; furthermore, he proves that in this case, Li(G) is automatically a

Tauberian algebra [3, 1.52]. We prove the direct parts of thèse assertions in the
case of ZB(L]J(G)), using his results.

THEOREM (3.1). Let G be an [FIA]Ë group, B^I(G), and let <o be a

B-invariant weight function on G. If œ is of non-quasianalytic type, then

(i) If $fc%c:£B(G), % is compact, and °U is open, then there exists fe
ZB{Ll(G)) such that 0</<l, /=1 on X and / 0 on %B(G)-°lL.

(ii) If& {fe ZB(Ll(G)):fhas compact support on ïB(G)}, then & is dense in
ZB(Ll(G)).

Proof. The proofs of Propositions 2.4 and 2.6 in [15], replacing || ||i by || H^,

show that it suffices to prove the proposition when G is a compactly generated

group and B I(G). In this case, let K be a compact, normal subgroup such that
G/K is abelian [7, Th. 3.20]. We recall some results from [15, 2.3]. £(G) is the
union of open and closed équivalence classes W(<j)) {{(/£%(G):ip\K <t>\K}> For
each <f> € 36(G), if S S(<t>) {xeG: 4>(xk) ï 0 for some fc g K}, then S is an open
subgroup containing K (so S/K is abelian), and JK |</>(xk)|2 dk has a constant value
c#0onS. Moreover, the map À -»À~<£ is a homeomorphism of the dual group
(S/kY onto W(4>)9 where À~(x) 0 if xeG-S, À~(x) À(i) if xeS (x xK).
We may assume therefore that $T<= % c W(<f>) for some </>€Ï(G). Also, we may
assume that cj is upper semicontinuous, so the équation o)'(x) inf {(o(xk) \keK}
defines a weight function on G/K, and by restriction on S/K, which is also of

non-quasianalytic type. By Domar's resuit in the case of abelian groups [3, 2.11]
there exists geLliS/K) satisfying 0<g<l, g(A) l if À~<£e3T, and g(À) O if
k^^eWi^) — ^. If we set /=c~1g~^>, then / is central: for g~ is constant on
K-cosets and G/K is abelian, and $ is central. Furthermore feL^G), for (f> is

bounded, and

IL f |g(i)| *>(*) dx * (sup o>) f |g(i)| a>'(x) dx < ». (•)
JS \ K / JS/K

«g'

Finally, / vanishes on Ï(G)-W), while for À~4> g ir(^) (A g (S/K)*) we hâve

/(À~<^)= g(À): thèse assertions are proved at the end of the proof of [15, 2.4].
This proves (i).

We hâve already noted (in (1.6)) that the Banach space dual of Z(Ll(G)) is

Z(LZ(G)). To prove (ii) it therefore suffices to show that the only $eZ(L2(G))
satisfying ij/l^ (under the pairing </, i0r) L*(/)) is i^ 0. For each <j>edl(G), let
9+={geLl>(S(<t>)/K):g has compact support in (S/K)*}. If ge9+, then /
c~xg~4> is in &, since as above / vanishes outside of W(<f>) and /(A^^>) g(A) for
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ail À € (S/K)\ Therefore g e &+ implies (g i/r, <j>> c(f, $) 0. By Domar's resuit
[3, 1.52] for the case of abelian groups, ^ is dense in LlXS/K), and inequalities
(*) then imply that <g~>, </>) 0 for ail geLl {S/K). Since <f> vanishes indentically
on G-S, (g i/r, <£> 0 for ail geLl(GIK). Now we can let <£ vary over £(G);
since Z(Ll(G)) is semisimple with maximal idéal space £(G), we conclude that
g~> 0 (a.e.) for ail geLl(G/K). In particular, if E^G is compact, we may
choose geCc(GIK) such that g(x) 1 for ail xeE; then i/r(x) (g tM*) O a.e.

on E, so i/f 0 locally a.e. This complètes the proof.

Remark. Let us assume that G is an [FIA]~ group, and consider the conditions

(i) a) is of non-quasianalytic type;
(ii) Z(Ll(G)) is regular as an algebra of functions on 3c(G).

As we hâve mentioned, Domar proves in [3, 2.11] that (i) and (ii) are équivalent if
G is locally compact abelian (in that case Z(Ll(G)) is just Ll(G), and 3£(G) is

just G). He also proves [3, 1.41] that (ii) implies the condition

(iii) Ï(G) is the full maximal idéal space of Z(Ll(G)).

We do not hâve a proof of the équivalence of (i) and (ii) in gênerai, although we
hâve just shown that (i) implies (ii). Nevertheless it is easy to see that either one
implies (iii). For as we know already (2.5)(iii) is équivalent to the condition
"Q 1", where û is the rate of growth of o>. Now il < <o, and il is homogeneous,
so (i) implies

y lQgr2(x) ylQgf2U)h n2 L n '

hence log O 0. On the other hand, if P is the periodic subgroup of G, then G/P
is abelian. Easy computations show that if (ii) holds then Ll>(G/P) is regular on
(G/Pfe3£(G), where a>'(x) inf {w(xk) \keP}. So by Domar's resuit, (ii) implies
that o)' is of non-quasianalytic type; but, (l(x)<a)'(x) for xeG, since Q is

constant on cosets of P (2.1), so Q is also of non-quasianalytic type. As before
this implies £2 1. At the same time we mention that a similar method also proves
the équivalence of (i) and (ii) in case G contains a compact, normal subgroup K
such that G/K is abelian.

COROLLARY (3.2). Let G be an [IN]B group, B^I(G), and let <o be a

B-invariant weight function on G satisfying

ylOg<o0cn)_
H2
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for ail xeG. Then ZB{L1Oi{G)) is a regular, Taubenan Banach algebra, and in
particular Wiener" s Taubenan theorem holds: any closed, proper idéal is contained

in a regular maximal idéal

Proof. It is easy to see that the weight function co' defined m (1.3) is of
non-quasianalytic type when co is, so we may assume by (1.3) that G is an [FIA]Ë
group. In the remark we hâve shown that non-quasianalyticity of (o implies that
its rate of growth 12 1, so by (2.3) and (1.6) the maximal idéal space of
ZB(Ll(G)) is just £B(G). Now the corollary follows from (3.1).

We conclude by remarking that the condition of non-quasianalyticity is actually
stnctly stronger than that of having rate of growth ù 1 ; the followmg example
of a weight function satisfying the latter condition but not the former has been

kindly suggested by the référée (another example is given in [16], p. 453).
Consider the function u defined for f>0 as follows: w(f) exp(f/log t) for f>e,
u(t)=u(e) for 0<f<e. Then u(t + s)<u(t)u(s) for s, f>0 (if g(t) \ogu(t), then
g(t)/t is decreasing, so g is subadditive by [10, Th. 7.2.4]). From the définition
(o(x)=u(\x\) one obtains a (radial) weight function on G Rn with the desired

properties.
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